
CCWD is committed to engaging with the public during its 2023 rate-setting process. 

This document provides slides from our town hall presentations regarding the Prop 218
process, the financial planning process that CCWD went through, and details about the
proposed rates.  This represents roughly the first half of the slides we shared at the town
halls, which focuses on the process the District has completed thus far. CCWD will distribute a
separate document with the remaining slides with details about the cost increases we’ve
endured, cost savings and supplemental revenue efforts, and the critical infrastructure
projects that are driving the rate increases.  

In short, CCWD’s water and wastewater rates are expected to substantially increase over the
next 5 years. CCWD does not wish to burden its customers, but must respond to the
increasing costs for everything from materials, fuel, power, wildfire preparedness and
insurance, regulations, etc. As a responsible non-profit agency, CCWD must plan accordingly
and set its rates to cover its operations and infrastructure costs. 

CCWD understands this rate change will be difficult for all customers, especially those on
fixed incomes. CCWD’s employees are also ratepayers, Calaveras residents, and locals who
are dedicated to ensuring reliable and compliant water and wastewater services to CCWD’s
customers. CCWD is taking these steps as necessary to keep its systems functioning for
current and future generations.  We are proposing these increases because the impact on the
community would be more costly if we don’t have the resources and CCWD is committed to
provide the services our communities depend on now and into the future.  



CCWD started this process in October 2022.  Since then, we have discussed this in at least six
public Board meetings, as well as ten meetings during our Finance and External Relations
Committees.  We conducted three town hall meetings in the Spring: February 16 in Valley
Springs, March 20 in Copperopolis, and April 16 in Ebbetts Pass. In those town hall meetings
and in many other meetings with local organizations and individuals, we discussed this
process, as well as the need for significant rate increases.  We strongly encouraged people to
attend the future Finance Committee and Board meetings where we discussed rates and
CCWD’s budget in detail.  We also added statements to our bills in May and June alerting
customers of this ongoing process and posted the process on social media repeatedly
throughout this year. 
   
After the Prop 218 notice was mailed to each customer on July 25, we conducted three
community meetings and countless other interactions with community groups and individual
customers.  

CCWD worked hard to inform the public about this process and the rationale for the rate
increases, but we have also learned some valuable lessons about how we can improve our
public outreach in the future.  We really appreciate the constructive feedback and the support
we have received from many of our customers.  We will continue to strive for more effective
public outreach and engagement.  



CCWD will count the protests and will maintain a master list so that customers can verify that
their protest was counted.  If a simple majority (50% + 1) of CCWD’s customers submit protest
letters, CCWD cannot raise rates as currently proposed.  CCWD will then need to re-issue a 45-
day public notice of another rate hearing.  The consequence of the delay will mean that
CCWD’s budget deficit for this year will only increase, and the financial position will worsen.



CCWD bills bi-monthly, but most people track their household budget monthly, so we wanted
to be up front about the monthly impact of the proposed rate increase for a residential water
customer who uses 187 gallons per day (1,500 cubic feet, or 15 HCF per billing cycle). Please
note that this is simply a rough example of the financial impact to a customer using this
amount of water in a one-month period, and the actual impact may be more or less than what
is reflected above based on individual residential customer consumption habits. 

 • Year 1 Bi-Monthly Cost = $168
• Year 1 Monthly Cost = $84
• Year 1 Daily Cost = $2.80

• Year 5 Bi-Monthly Cost = $306
• Year 5 Monthly Cost = $153
• Year 5 Daily Cost = $5.10



Like the previous slide, this slide shows the monthly impact for residential wastewater
customers in each year of the proposed five-year rate increases.  

• Year 1 Bi-Monthly Cost = $240
• Year 1 Monthly Cost = $120
• Year 1 Daily Cost = $3.99

• Year 5 Bi-Monthly Cost = $366
• Year 5 Monthly Cost = $183
• Year 5 Daily Cost = $6.12



The Financial Plan is the first step in preparing a rate study, and includes the review of the
District’s revenues, expenditures, capital spending, reserve requirements/funding, and water
use characteristics.

Expense Projections - Expenses are analyzed by department and by expenditure type,
including salaries and benefits, services and supplies, capital outlay and debt.  This includes a
look back, as well as a look forward to project costs during the five years of the rate plan.

Revenue Projections - Includes rate revenues, other operating revenues, and non-operating
revenues, such as property taxes and hydro revenues from the District’s two hydro projects,
the North Fork project and New Hogan.

Capital Spending - The capital spending plan is based on the District’s five-year water and
wastewater Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and spans the duration of the rate plan.
Project costs beyond FY 23-24 include an inflation factor. 

Reserve Funding - The District maintains reserves to better manage the timing between the
receipt of revenues and the payment of expenses.  This is especially true with CIP grant
funding.  The District also maintains a 90-day emergency reserve, a rate stabilization reserve
related to debt, and asset replacement reserves required under two USDA loans.

Water/Flow Demands - An in-depth analysis of the district’s current and future water flows
and customer usage is used to help allocate costs in the cost-of-service model.



Inflation: This slide only shows the first-year inflation assumption; however, the financial plan
assumes the rates of inflation will come back down to historical norms after Fiscal Year 23/24.
  
Growth: While we anticipate some new customers will be added during the five-year financial
plan, we don’t know when or how many, so the conservative assumption and best financial
practice is not to assume growth.  If growth occurs, it will help fund infrastructure projects
only in the service area where new customers are added. If new revenue is generated by
growth, CCWD has the option to implement smaller rate increases than those included in the
proposed rate schedule.  The CCWD Board has implemented smaller rates in the past.

New Debt: To spread the cost of expensive construction projects over many years, the
financial plan anticipates financing a portion of the Capital Improvement Program (CIP).  This
is consistent with sound financial practice in the water industry.  



Due to significant cost increases over the last three years, and despite constant efforts to
reduce expenses, CCWD has a water operating budget deficit this year.  Without significant
rate increases, or if the rate increase is delayed, the deficit will increase, which will be
detrimental to CCWD’s ability to maintain safe and reliable water and wastewater service.
  
The debt service coverage ratio is an important factor in our water rates.  Financing
infrastructure is critical for water agencies and failing to satisfy our debt covenants could
have costly consequences, including jeopardizing our ability to get future grants and low-
interest loans.  Just as there are costs and credit impacts for a homeowner who fails to pay
their mortgage, CCWD could be severely impacted financially if it fails to meet its debt service
coverage ratios, which would ultimately cost our communities more in the short and long
term.  

We also need to generate more revenue to cover the costs of needed infrastructure repair
and replacement projects that are vital to our communities’ health and well-being.  



The bottom line is that without significant rate increases, CCWD can’t close its current budget
deficit, risks failing to satisfy its debt covenants, and will not be able to fund critical
infrastructure projects.  We understand the impact these rate increases have on the
community.  It’s not that we don’t care, in fact, the opposite is true.  We do care, which is why
we are putting forward a plan that ensures CCWD will meet the current and future needs of
our communities. 
 
Please reference previous slides (6-8) for detailed information on each of the points made
above. 



The proposed financial plan, unfortunately, requires significant rate increases. However, it
puts CCWD on a path to financial stability and generates net positive revenue above the
operating budget to fund much-needed infrastructure projects.  While we understand the
impact this has on customers, it is our responsibility and is in our communities’ best interests
to have safe and reliable water and wastewater service and invest in the infrastructure that
not only we can rely on, but our children and their children can rely on as well.    



Rates are determined and composed based on these four factors.  The proposed rate
structure decreases the fixed portion of the rate from about 80% down to 75%.  The high fixed
portion of CCWD’s rate reflects the fact that the majority of CCWD’s costs are fixed
regardless of the amount of water that customers use.  



This slide shows the proposed base rates for different meter sizes in the first year (October
16, 2023, through July 16, 2024) of the proposed five-year rate schedule.

This slide shows the maximum base rate for each meter size over each year of the proposed
five-year rate schedule if the full rate increase is implemented in each year.  Future rate
increases could be lower, and CCWD will do everything in its power to minimize rate
increases, but we wanted to show the max possible base rates.    



This slide shows the different variable components of the tiers for consumptive charges.  The
proposed rate structure eliminates the fourth tier and increases the amount of water that is
available in Tier 1.  The small number of non-residential and irrigation meters pay uniform
consumption rates, meaning the consumption rate for those meters is not broken up into
different tiers.   

This slide shows the cost for each 100 Cubic Feet (HCF) of water.
100 Cubic Feet (HCF) = 748.05 gallons.



The above slide is an example of a bi-monthly bill using the proposed rates for year one for
different consumption levels. Most customers will fall into the 15 HCF use over a two-month
period.  



While the wastewater budget picture is slightly better, without significant rate increases
CCWD will have operating budget deficits by Fiscal Year 2026-27 and will not have enough
revenue to implement critical infrastructure projects The rate increases for wastewater are
driven by cost increases impacting the operations budget and the need to invest in critical
infrastructure projects.  

This slide summarizes the key takeaways from the financial review process as explained in the
previous slides.  



This summarizes the five-year financial plan that will ensure CCWD is able to meet the needs
of communities we serve.    

This slide shows the proposed five-year wastewater rate schedule if the maximum rate
increase is implemented each year.  As with the water base rates, the CCWD Board can not
approve rates higher than proposed, but they could approve lower rates.   


